	
  

Case Study
Omega Maiden Camelina Oil
By Elena M. Byrne
October 2014
STATS
Omega Maiden is an organic culinary oil
business born on a fifth-generation Minnesota
farm. Run by Kathleen Batalden Smith and her
husband Justin Smith, the business is exemplary
of the benefit of a family team; while Kathleen
and Justin handle the processing, marketing,
and sales, the camelina is grown by Kathleen’s
parents, Phil and Deb Batalden, who also
produce organic commodity crops, specialty
grains, and grass-fed beef.

Started: 2011
Sells in: MN, IA, WI, CA, OR, WA
Distributor: Co-op Partners Warehouse
Minnesota Grown member since: 2012
Certified organic since: 2012
Website: www.omegamaidenoils.com

They are reaping benefits on multiple levels: the
unique crop of camelina, also known as false
flax, has an excellent nutrient profile, and the
collaboration allows them to share in the pride
of a productive value-added product while
enjoying the knowledge that they’re passing on
to another generation—the Smiths' two young
children—an awareness and appreciation for
sustainable agriculture and shared farm living.

STARTING OUT
After returning from Peace Corps work in Africa,
Batalden Smith and her husband knew they
wanted to find a value-added product that
could be made from the Bataldens’ organic
farm. Camelina, originally suggested by Phil
Batalden, was attractive to them because it was
not only suited to their climate, but was also an
oil whose quality nutritional content seemed to
be undervalued. It was already a popular
commercial-scale crop in Montana, but
primarily grown for use as bio-diesel.

CORE VALUES:
§ Family works together on the farm and
business, with duties divided according to
individual skill sets
§ Commitment to farming sustainably and
organically
§ Commitment to producing a valueadded product from a crop that they
grow
§ Commitment to contributing to a regional
food system in a way that honors sense of
place and emphasizes good relationships

	
  
	
  

	
  
Batalden Smith applied for a USDA Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education
(SARE) Grant to begin the value-added venture and was awarded a Farmer
Rancher Grant in 2011.
The SARE grant funded research on camelina and development of processing
methods and the business plan. It also helped cover the costs of obtaining organic
certification, pressing the oil, working with a graphic designer for label and website,
and marketing and selling the first bottles of the finished product.

THE MESSAGE
While the Omega Maiden branding draws on the
family's connection to the land, much of the marketing
work has focused on consumer education, promoting
the advantages of camelina oil’s high smoke point of
475° F, its versatility for different uses, its production by a
family-owned business, and its healthfulness. The
marketing emphasizes that Omega Maiden camelina
oil is certified organic as well as cold-pressed and
unrefined.
And then there are the specifics of the oil’s fatty acid
profile. With today’s consumer being likely to know
about flaxseed oil’s healthy levels of Omega-3 linolenic
oil, the message of “more stable and versatile than
flaxseed oil,” printed on their website and ‘rack-card’
print materials, is a quick shorthand. For those curious
enough to search out details, Batalden Smith has
provided detailed information on the website, including
the specific measurements of Omega-3, Omega-6, and other fatty acid
components in camelina oil along with comparisons to the corresponding numbers
present in canola, linseed, and sunflower oils.
While her blog posts are important to consumer education, Batalden Smith reports
that product sampling has been the most crucial component of their marketing
efforts.

THE SEED
Seed production is managed on the family farm, nevertheless, Omega Maiden is
not immune to supply problems. The unusual weather of 2012 caused problems with
the crop, and the Bataldens had to depend on their stores of the 2011 crop.
Camelina seed stores well and they were prepared for the fact that they are unable
to source organic camelina seed from other sources to supply their oil production.
Most of the camelina grown in the US is used for bio-diesel fuel, chiefly grown in the
Northern Great Plains states.
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The Bataldens’ camelina seed is stored on-farm and transported about 100 miles to
a local, certified organic oil processor where it is cold-pressed at an on-farm
operation. After delivering the seed, Batalden Smith returns to pick up the pressed
and filtered oil along with the seed hull by-product, known as meal.
Having the pressing done off farm means some travel logistics. The Bataldens figured
out after a few trips that they could increase efficiency by delivering the next seed
batch each time they pick up a processed batch, amounting to fewer trips and
decreased transport costs.
Having the pressing done off farm also means:
•

The processor has its own organic certificate for handling/pressing.

•

Omega Maiden eliminates the need for capital to buy a press, skills to
maintain the press, and labor to operate the press.

•

Overall, getting the seed pressed off-farm has relieved some of the burden,
with minimal drawbacks (just the travel costs).

Other than the pressing, the extended family divides up duties according to their
strengths. Batalden Smith and her husband do marketing and sales; the seed is
grown by her parents; they share the bottling duties. Warehousing and organic
certification are shared on the farm, and bottling the minimally-processed oil in their
clear glass bottles is a “joint effort” in a nearby licensed commercial kitchen. As of
late 2014 they are exploring co-packing options to have the retail bottles filled and
labeled for them.

THE CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge Batalden Smith says they have faced with the Omega
Maiden camelina oil business is learning how the food industry works when it comes
to wholesale accounts and distributors; industry jargon, and rules and regulations
have also had a difficult learning curve. Words they use to describe this process of
learning the food business landscape are “intimidating” and “competitive.”
Reaching the right market
One of the lessons learned by Omega Maiden is in the marketing and distribution
arena of reaching the right market. After direct marketing the oil for the first six
months, they approached a distributor. They found that stores were more likely to
agree to stock Omega Maiden camelina oil if they could order it within their normal
automated system. This also alleviated the problem of the high cost of shipping and
simplified their bookkeeping.
They have had success working with co-ops and other small grocery stores that are
already tuned into the value of local foods and where Batalden Smith is able to do
sampling events.
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In an attempt to reach a broader market, Omega Maiden hired a marketing rep to
help them get into stores in the health-conscious California market, which they
succeeded in doing. However they soon realized that on top of the higher margins
that made their product more expensive, neither the West Coast major retail stores
nor their West Coast consumers had the motivation to promote or purchase a new
and unfamiliar specialty oil. Batalden Smith wasn’t able to be present for demos in
the stores, so the product didn’t sell as well as anticipated. Ultimately the decision
was made to re-focus on local markets.
Labeling Lessons
As a relatively uncommon oil with an excellent nutrient profile, Omega Maiden
initially followed the lead of several flaxseed oil producers who label their products
as supplements and feature the antioxidant benefits. For the first four to six months,
the bottles they sent out into the world were labeled “supplement” and thus were
stocked in the vitamin section of the grocery stores that stocked it. This also meant a
very different margin on the product—the retail markup on vitamins and
supplements is higher than the markup on grocery items, so the 8.5 ounce bottles
were at a higher price point.
It was talking with another camelina grower that led to Batalden Smith’s realization
that the oil could be labeled differently and sold as a culinary oil, alongside other
nutritious and versatile oils such as canola and olive. This meant a lower selling price,
as well as the visual advantage of being next to the other cooking oils.
Continued communications
At various demo events Batalden Smith has combined the oil with other ingredients
such as Parmesan cheese and pepper as a dipping sauce. She has since preferred
to offer it plain so customers can taste the mild nutty flavor. In addition she hands
out recipes for salad dressing, roasted veggies, and pancakes with a camelina oil
boost.
Future efforts will take more advantage of additional ways to market the seed. The
family has looked into packaging the seed for sale so it could be added to baked
goods or smoothies, the way flax and chia seeds are sometimes used.
Other possible changes include plastic packaging and focusing on marketing the oil
in the wholesale ingredient market to makers of salad dressing or other baked
goods.
Until now Batalden Smith has held back because camelina oil does not officially
have “GRAS” status as designated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
GRAS stands for Generally Recognized As Safe, and is a designation that has, in the
past, involved a lengthy application process. However, as of 1997 the FDA has
allowed a more streamlined ‘notification’ process, whereby a business may notify
the FDA that an ingredient is safe along with substantiating evidence such as
research data or references, and statements from scientists in support of the
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designation. Finding the time to submit just that letter of notification is another path
that Smith may pursue in the future to reach additional customers.

SUMMARY
For now, Omega Maiden is at a
manageable size for the Batalden Smith
family. They are achieving their goal of
producing a value-added product from the
farm—a product that is healthy and speaks
of the land, and of teamwork, and of a
future generation grown on sustainable
ideals. The regional grocery stores and
internet customers are continuing to
demonstrate their loyalty to Omega Maiden
camelina oil, whether due to its healthful
virtues or its meaningful place in the local
food movement. Only time will tell where this great idea will lead.
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